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Email #1

This email will make your next A/B test better

Timing: Day 1 - Sent directly after signup

Hey [First Name],

I’m Matt, the self-proclaimed A/B testing geek here at Thrive 
Themes.

But let’s not waste your time. I’m here to teach you how to run 
awesome A/B tests that actually bump your conversion rates!

So let’s get started...

If you’re bad at running A/B tests, don’t worry. The rare few of us 

who even attempt split testing our pages and opt-in forms 

continually struggle with this...so you’re in good company!

Maybe the following sounds like one of your past A/B testing 

experiences:

And it pains me to tell you that...your eBook isn’t converting 

very well.

But being the savvy solopreneur that you are, you have a eureka 

moment: 

Why not run an A/B test on your sales page to try and boost 

conversions?



Before you even realize it, your good intentions quickly go 

astray as you find yourself doing the following:

You jump head first into completely redesigning a new sales 

page variation from the ground up.

You modify the:

    1. Headline and subheads

    2. Images

    3. Pricing

    4. Call-To-Action copy

    5. Value Proposition

    6. Highlight colors

The list goes on and on...

By the time you’re done with your new variation, you’ve got 

something that looks completely different from the control!

Let me stop you right there to ask something.

Why did you make all these changes? 

I know your goal is to boost conversions, but what I’m really 

asking is:

What’s the reasoning behind each of your modifications?

That’s what I thought. 

Other than having some vague goal of “boosting conversions”, 

you were just spitballing a bunch of changes hoping one or 

more of them would stick.



Well, I’m sorry dear reader, but you just committed (at least) 2 

cardinal A/B testing sins!

    1. You didn’t craft a smart A/B testing hypothesis before you 

started modifying your variation,

AND

    2. You changed so many variables at once that you now have 

ZERO chance of identifying which element modifications were 

positive, inconsequential or negative to your conversion rates.

Thoughtless A/B testing like this will never bring you consistent 

gains over time because you’ll never actually learn anything 

from your tests.

I guess what I’m trying to say is:

Don’t waste your precious time by running A/B tests you can’t 

learn from.

Instead, you need to systematize running smart A/B tests, every 
time you publish!

This will force you to ALWAYS be testing hypotheses that teach 

you something valuable about your customers.

“But Maaaaaattttt...” you say, “...how do I decide which tests to 

avoid wasting my time with?!”

Not to worry my friend. Use the following A/B testing secret to 

keep you on the righteous path of progressive optimization. I 

call it...



The Hypothesis Creation Equation:

Changing [element] from X to Y will [result] due to [ratio-
nale/research]

To show you exactly how it works, let’s apply this secret sauce to 
your hypothetical Health & Fitness eBook sales page. 

Before we do anything else, let’s clearly state the hypothesis 
you want to test...like:

Changing my sales page Value Proposition from “Health Food 

Doesn’t Have To Taste Bland!” to “Health Food Doesn’t Have To 

Take All Day To Prepare!” will boost my eBook sales because 

my target customers are busy professionals that care more 

about convenience than how tasty their meals are.

I really like testing value propositions in opt-in forms and land-

ing pages for 3 basic reasons:

   1. Value Propositions are big optimization levers that can

significantly bump conversions if you find the right messaging 

angle.

   2. Usually, Value Proposition testing only requires modifying 

the headlines, subheads and certain sections of the body copy.

   3. Testing Value Propositions always teaches you something 

valuable about your customers. They’re the sales pitch angles 

your customers either resonate with or get turned off by.

If you discover strong value propositions through your split test-

ing that capture the hearts and minds of your readers, guess 

what?



You get to use that insight to boost conversions across your 

entire website!

The same messaging can be used to pitch your opt-in offers, 

lead generation pages and future landing pages.

And you know what else? 

Even if the results of your Value Proposition A/B tests don’t 

move the needle much, you just keep on testing new value 

propositions until you find one that finally hits the mark.

This process eliminates poor performers from future tests and 

actually forces you to brainstorm new ideas that may end up 

crushing it!

Now let’s assume one of your new value propositions nails it. In 
fact, the A/B test doubles your conversions!

What’s your next step?

You got it! Take that winning angle and apply it to all the lead 
generation pages, opt-in forms and landing pages you can.

And, um...I know this goes without saying now, but you’re also 
going to test those new variations too, right?

Fantastic! I’m so proud… ;-)



Well, that’s a lot of A/B testing overwhelm in one sitting so 
here’s your big takeaways summed up from this email:

    1. When you get ready to run any A/B test, always state your 
hypothesis first. Use the Hypothesis Creation Equation to make 
this easy on yourself!

    2. Only test one element at a time and prioritize your big 
optimization levers first. Don’t waste precious time by pitting 
button colors against each other!

    3. When you do strike gold with a big conversion optimiza-
tion win, apply the new insight to other A/B tests across your 
site to see if you can multiply the effect!

    4. Sit yourself down and get ready for my next email which is 
going to teach you the Paperclip vs. Bowling Ball Method of 
A/B testing. This strategy will help you roll many more A/B test-
ing strikes than the average gutterball you’re used to.

Always be testing,

Matt – Certified Thrive Themes A/B Testing Nerd

P.S. If smart A/B testing strategies don’t get you fired up to opti-
mize the crap out of your website, maybe you don’t appreciate 
the solopreneur supercharge it can give your online business 
yet.

Check out the following Value Proposition A/B testing case 
study I did for the Thrive Themes blog to see just how powerful 
split testing can be to transform your website into a conversion 
killer!



Email #2

Here’s how you run useful A/B tests
(almost) every time

Timing: Day 3 - Sent 2 days after Email #1

* Take 4 minutes to read this email when you have time.

Otherwise, if you’re not the slightest bit interested in A/B test-
ing your landing pages, please unsubscribe immediately!

Matt the A/B testing dude here again. I’m teaching you how to 
use the Thrive Themes Paperclip vs. Bowling Ball A/B Testing 
Method I mentioned at the end of my last email.

So let’s learn about how to run A/B tests that actually optimize 
conversions and teach you something useful about your cus-
tomers.

I’m showing you a Thrive Themes testing strategy we affection-
ately call the Paperclip vs. Bowling Ball Method. It makes 
brainstorming valuable A/B test ideas super easy!

In the last email, I told you how most people never define a 
clear hypothesis before designing their A/B tests.

The result? 

Oy vey...a little piece of me dies inside every time I see such 
silliness...



What the heck are you going to learn about your customers if 
you run piddly little button color tests?

Jack-squat, that’s what!

Here’s what I want you to do instead.

After :

    1. Clearly defining your hypothesis with the Hypothesis Cre-
ation Equation from my last email and…

    2. Figuring out the single variable you want to test...

...now you’re going to apply the following method to ensure 
you’re testing 2 very different versions of your single test
variable.

The Paperclip vs. Bowling Ball Method:

If you ask a group of people to guess the weight of a paperclip 
and then ask them to guess the weight of a bowling ball, the 
results will end up in 2 very clear groupings:



But if you then ask the same people to guess the weights of a 
milk carton and then a bottle of soda, there will be no clear 
result:

In test 1, the results of asking what’s heavier – a bowling ball or 
paperclip – is very clear. 

In test 2, the results of asking what’s heavier – a carton of milk 
or a bottle of soda – is anyone’s guess.

The lesson you need to learn from all this?

When you’re testing landing pages, make sure the difference 
between the two variations is CONSPICUOUS.

For example, if you’re testing headlines, make sure the varia-
tions don’t change by a single word...that’s not going to tell you 
much.

Consider testing 2 different value propositions instead. 

So say you run a productivity website and use a lead generation 
page offering a “10 Awesome Tips” lead magnet. A good value 
proposition split test might look something like this:

Control: Imposter Syndrome Lives Inside Us All. Want to learn 
how to embrace your fears and rise above with the success 
habits of productivity pros?



Variation: Would You Like to Accomplish More By Adopting the 
11 Habits of Productivity Pros?

See? I’m not just changing a word here or there...that’s inconse-
quential. 

Instead I’m actually changing the angle of the offer to see what 
your audience really vibes with.

If I see the variation experiences a big lift in signups, then I 
know “Accomplishing More” is a higher converting value propo-
sition than “Defeating Imposter Syndrome”.

Here’s some more examples of elements you can test that 
apply the Paperclip vs. Bowling Ball Method:

     A 2-column pricing table vs. a 3-column pricing table.

     A video sales page vs. a text sales page.

     A “Buy Now” Call-to-Action vs. a lead magnet Call-to-Action.

Just make sure that whatever the element you want to test is, 
make the variations paperclip vs. bowling ball different.

Get the point?

Awesome!

And by the way, if you don’t have an A/B page testing tool yet 
and want to get started running some frustration-free tests 
right now, check out the Thrive Architect and Thrive Optimize 
plugin bundle. You can set up and launch your tests in just a 
few short minutes!

Always be testing,
Matt the Thrive Themes A/B Testing Nerd



Email #3

Why your A/B tests never optimize your
conversions (and how to solve that)

Timing: Day 5 - Sent 2 days after Email #2

Take 5 minutes to read this email when you have time or just 
unsubscribe if you’re not interested in discovering some new 
solopreneur superpowers...

It’s Matt, the A/B testing guy from Thrive Themes again.

I’m teaching you why your A/B tests never seem to bear tasty 
optimization fruit.

So here’s the deal.

When people run A/B tests:

They either test inconsequential design elements with low opti-
mization potential (like button color)…

– OR –

...they freak out and end their tests too early if variations start to 
underperform.

Sound familiar?



Maybe you have the experience of starting a test before, but 
when you came back to check the numbers a few days later, 
your new test variation is under-performing like crazy...I’m 
talking something like 30% less! 

O...M...G! 

You feel your palms get clammy as you start imagining your 
variation losing 30% of your new subscribers! “What have I 
done!!!” you scream...

Keep calm and take a breath buck-a-roo. It’s probably not as 
bad as you think.

Your irrational human emotions are kicking in and pushing you 
to do something foolish by ending your conversion optimiza-
tion experiment much too soon.

Do yourself a favor and burn the following realization into your 
brain: 

Unless your test achieves strong statistical significance, there’s 
no guarantee your test result is real.

Just hang with me for another second as I break this down:

Pretend you’re running an A/B test on a sales page.

You quickly modify the value proposition between your control 
and test variation to get your split test up and running fast.

RAPID IMPLEMENTATION ALERT...well done!  ;-)

Your control starts off strong, but its conversion rates crash the 
day after launch! Conversely, your test variation not only takes 
the lead, but holds it over the next few days.



Well, no need to keep losing so many conversions by letting this 
stupid test continue, right?

WRONG.

Because you’re a savvy solopreneur, you decide to collect more 
data before throwing in the towel. You make the right call and 
let this test ride.

And guess what? Something crazy happens just a few days 
later. 

The conversion rates between the 2 test variations flip-flop!

That’s right, the control actually takes back the lead and abso-
lutely crushes the variation every day until you stop the test. 
Check it out:

I know this example looks like an anomaly, but it’s not.



The start of many A/B tests are cursed by random data signals. 
Your only recourse to avoid being fooled by such random 
chance is to let your tests run until they achieve statistical
significance.

An A/B test’s "Chance to beat original" percentage (usually 
referred to as its statistical significance) basically asks: 

"How sure can we be that the difference in conversion rates 
we're seeing is not random chance?"

Over here at Thrive Themes HQ, we recommend waiting for a 
minimum "Chance to beat original" of 95% before declaring 
your variation the winner. 

On the flip side, you can declare your control the winner if the 
variation’s “Chance to beat original” (a.k.a. Statistical signifi-
cance) hits 5% or less.

I know this sounds a bit complex, but think of it this way…

95% statistical significance basically means you'll get the same 
result if you repeat the exact same A/B test 95 out of a 100 
times. The closer this “Chance to beat original” is to 100% (or 
0% if the control wins), the more confident you can be that 
your test result is real.

If you don’t keep your itchy A/B testing trigger finger calm, you 
can actually do massive harm to your long-term conversions by 
picking losers prematurely.

DON’T DO THAT!

Want to know how the A/B testing pros sidestep this conver-
sion optimization pitfall?

They completely eliminate their irrational emotions from the 
decision making process.



How?

Split testing pros only use testing tools that have set-and-forget 
automatic winner settings. 

This feature short-circuits irrational emotions during mad A/B 
testing data swings by allowing you to start a test, walk away 
from it and let the tool pick your winners once statistical signifi-
cance emerges. 

Shameless plug: Automatic winner settings come standard on 
all the Thrive Themes A/B testing tools – including
Thrive Optimize.

The point is:

Don’t end your tests too soon or you may never experience the 
powerful conversion optimization benefits of A/B testing.

Just use the following quick checklist to make sure you avoid 
picking random losers in all your future tests:

Before ending any A/B test, answer YES to the following 3 
questions:

    1. Is the “Chance to beat original” (a.k.a. Statistical Signifi-
cance) greater than 95% (variation wins) OR less than 5% (con-
trol wins)?

    2. Did the test achieve at least 100 conversions?

    3. Did you let the test run for at least 2 weeks?



By the way, watch WP Engine’s founder Jason Cohen (and 
fellow A/B testing nerd) show you the importance of statistical 
significance in this presentation he gave back in 2012.

Always be testing my friend,

Matt the A/B Testing Tortoise 
(Split testing is a marathon, not a sprint!)



Email #4

Run this A/B test

Timing: Day 7 - Sent 2 days after Email #3

Look at me, I’m blushing...

“I love this. Now entrepreneurs can A/B test, just like the big 
players. Thrive Themes is awesome!”
– Emil G

But enough about Thrive...

...let me give YOU something:

If you need to boost conversions on one of your landing pages, 
try running this quick A/B test right now.

Seriously, don’t wait...get your WordPress website fired up and 
collecting data right now to see if this works to boost conver-
sions on your landing page!

You ready for this? It’s so simple you’ll think I’m stupid, but 
whatever…

That’s why we ABT...Always Be Testing!

Add a Call-To-Action Section

That’s right...you heard me. Don’t change a thing except for 
adding another CTA on your landing page where it doesn’t 
exist.



If you already have a CTA above the fold in your control, add 
another CTA section below the fold to see what happens.

And if you don’t have a CTA above the fold yet...holy crap, your 
test variation is probably going to crush it!

Here’s what makes CTAs such a great element to split test:

     If you’re a Thrive Architect and Thrive Optimize user, you 
already know crafting this A/B test will take you less than 60 
seconds to do.
     It takes little mental effort to execute.
     CTAs are considered big optimization levers on landing 
pages.

Once you optimize the placement of your Call-To-Action sec-
tions, here’s another big-bang-for-your-buck test you can follow 
up with:

Test Which Action Copy Converts Better Within Your Buttons

Split test different action words to see if it makes a measurable 
difference on your conversions. 

For example, Optimizely saw a 300% increase in conversions 
just from changing their Call-to-Action from “Contact Sales” to 
“Request a Demo”.

Try using words and phrases like:
     “Yes, I want this [benefit]”
     “Send Me the Report”
     “Sign Me Up”
     “Register”
     “Download”
     “Order”



Short and sweet, right?

Use it wisely my friend ;-)

Always be testing,

Matt the A/B Testing Addict

P.S. Respond to this email and let me know if you’d like to 
receive more of these nugget-filled A/B testing emails. Re-
spond with something like YEAH BUDDY...KEEP CALM and 
ALWAYS BE TESTING!!!

P.P.S. Also, let me know if there’s any specific A/B testing topics 
you’d like to learn. I’m considering making a new A/B testing 
course for Thrive University and I want to find out how I can 
best serve you.



Email #5

Why running “good enough” A/B tests
is actually perfect

Timing: Day 9 - Sent 2 days after Email #4

It’s your first day of pottery class.

You’re excited to – literally – get your hands dirty and start creat-
ing earthenware.

But as your instructor introduces herself, she explains your final 
grade will be determined by 1 of 2 methods...AND...you get to 
choose the one that fits you best.

GRADING METHOD 1: Your grade will be based on a single pot 
you submit at the end of the course.

OR

GRADING METHOD 2: Your grade will be based on the total 
number of clay pots you produce throughout the term.

Sounds nuts, right?

Well, there’s a good reason why I’m telling you this story...

Which grading system do you think will make you a better 
potter by the end of the course?

It might surprise you, but studies show that Method 2 (a.k.a just 
make as many pots as possible) overwhelmingly produces 
higher performing pottery students!



Isn’t that nuts?!

The key to getting better at any skill is just to learn by doing it 
as much as possible...go figure! 

DO NOT do what most people do and endlessly tweak a single 
attempt in a failed strategy to produce a masterpiece.

And guess what? The skill of A/B testing is no different!

Stating a clear testing hypothesis first, selecting a test variable 
with high optimization potential, and then testing two con-
spicuously different variations of that element should help you 
design and launch “good enough” A/B tests to start gaining 
insights as fast as possible.

Over time, this strategy will optimize your conversion rates 
much more effectively than any “perfect” A/B test will. 

Here’s how:

Watch what happens every time you make a small, but statisti-
cally significant win on your website:

Because you’re rapidly crafting, running and learning from your 
A/B tests, your small conversion wins really do stack up over 
time.



And then, because you’re running more frequent – smart – A/B 
tests, you even stumble onto big optimization wins more often!

Now if you’ve used Thrive Architect before, you’ll know how 
easy it is to make “good enough” modifications to any landing 
page. Bit if you pair that content creation speed with split test-
ing power of Thrive Optimize, you become friggin’ dangerous!

What You Should Learn From This Email:

Are you wasting too much time always trying to craft the per-
fect A/B test?

Stop it already!

The quality of your tests will improve, your little conversion wins 
will pile up and you’ll stumble into more big wins more often. 
Just dial your perfectionism down a notch to – let’s say 80% – 
and just run more tests!

Talk soon,

Matt, your “good enough” A/B testing buddy – and  recovering 
perfectionism addict!


